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Abstract 
With good characteristics and performance, the separately or shunt excited DC motor is widely used in the laboratory and on 
the precision machine tool in factory .For better application , this paper first analyses the mechanical characteristics of the
separately or shunt exited DC motor, and theirs difference was drawn by comparing. It offers the theoretical foundation for using 
DC motor better. Because the relationship between input and output power over a wide range of speed and torque conditions must 
be experimentally determined, this paper discusses the method and steps to determine the relationship in detail .The accurate and 
reliable data measured by adopting this method and the procedure will completely meet the practical usage in engineering. 
Keywords: separately or shunt exited DC motor; mechanical characteristics; relationship between input and 
output power˗experimental determination 
1.Introduction 
The mechanical characteristics of motor are the torque-speed characteristics, because it reflect relation of torque 
T and speed n when motor operating. People generally think, the torque-speed characteristic of the shunt exited DC 
motor is the same as that of the separately exited DC motor, therefore the similar method was taken in using. But the 
torque-speed characteristic of the shunt exited DC motor is different with that of the separately exited DC motor, 
especially the torque-speed characteristic when changing power voltage, so it should be pay attention to treating with 
certain discrimination at the time of using. This paper analyses and draws the difference. It offers the theoretical 
foundation for using the shunt exited DC motor better.   
The separately or shunt excited DC motor is a very versatile device because its torque can be easily controlled 
over a wide range of speeds during both motor and generator operation .Because of this capability, it is widely used in 
the laboratory as a loading device for testing rotating electric machines, internal combustion engines ,and many other 
types of machines. The principal embodiment of the separately excited DC commutator as a test instrument is the 
dynamometer. In the dynamometer, stator is “cradled” and free to rotate through a small angle in order to measure the 
developed electromagnetic torque. However, an uncradled conventional separately excited machine is also very useful 
as a loading or driving device for testing other rotating machines or engines. For this application, the machine must be 
experimentally “calibrated”, that is, the relationship between input and output power over a wide range of speed and 
torque conditions must be determined. 
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2. Analysis of the mechanical characteristics for DC motor 
2.1 The Torque-Speed Characteristics of the Separately Excited DC Motor 
The torque-speed characteristics of the separately excited DC motor are very similar to the current –speed 
characteristics of the operating characteristics. 
When the motor load is disconnected (no-load), the speed increases to its no-load value, at which speed the emf 
equals the source voltage . The motor torque and armature current are now both zero. In reality both are nonzero 
but small because a small torque is needed to handle the no-load losses. As the motor is loaded, the speed will drop, 
resulting in a lower emf and a higher current. When the motor torque balances out the load torque ,the rotor speed 
settles down to itsĀoperatingāvalue, n.    
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 We can display this speed-torque relation ˖
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Where formula (1) is seep-torque equation.[1]
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Fig. 1 The torque-speed characteristics of the separately excited DC motor 
On a graph of n vs. T this is the equation for a negatively sloping straight line. We have drawn several of these 
lines in Fig. 1,each corresponding to a different value of . Note that increased  results in an upward parallel 
shift of the torque-speed curves. If we extend these lines into the negative torque region we obtain the torque-speed 
characteristics of the machine operated as generator. 
aU aU
Shown also in the diagram is aĀload-torqueācurve. This line represents the torque characteristics of the load 
(including the rotational losses of the motor itself). The point of intersection between this load curve and the 
torque-speed curve of the motor indicates balance between the driving and loading torques of the motor. This point 
thus yields the operating speed of the motor for the particular operating voltage in question.[2]
2. 2The Torque-Speed Characteristics of the Shunt Excited DC Motor 
In a shunt-connected DC motor the field coils are fed directly from the motor terminals, usually via a variable 
field rheostat, as shown in Fig.2. By means of the rheostat we can vary the field current fI and thus the poleflux) and
the emf .aE
In a shunt motor, the source current sI  is the sum of armature and field currents: 
( )s a fI I I A                                                                               (2) 
Usually fI  is only a few percent of aI .
Fig 2 The circuit of the shunt excited
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With a fixed setting of the field rheostat we have 
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Where fR  is total field circuit resistance. Substituting this expression for )  in the speed-torque equation (1) 
yields the torque-speed relation: 
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If we further make the assumption of linearity between flux and field current, we obviously also have linearity 
between pole flux and motor voltage ; that is, aU
2 (aK U Wb)                                                                               (5) 
where  is a parameter that varies with rheostat setting. 2K
Substituting this expression for) in the speed-torque formula (1) yields the following torque-speed relation: 
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We note the following dissimilarities between the shunt-connected and the separately excited motors: 
1) The no-load speed, 21/ eK C , is constant and independent of the voltage aU , but dependent upon rheostat 
setting.[3]
0n  
2) The slope of the torque speed curves decreases with increasing aU .      
We summarize these findings into the family of torque-speed curves drawn in Fig.3. 
The magnitude of the motor torque T is directly proportional to the armature current . As the current is a 
measure of the degree of motor loading, it is practical to plot the speed versus“percentage torque” as has been done in 
Fig.3. The full-load torque  is the torque corresponding to rated armature current 
aI
NT NI .
Fig.3 The torque-speed characteristics of the shunt excited DC motor 
(N.m) 
3.Determination of power relationship for DC motor 
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3.1The method and steps of test 
To calibrate a DC motor, which involves determining the power losses as a function of speed and torque, the 
following tests are required: 
  1)The machine to be calibrated is mechanically coupled to and driven by another machine. It is preferable that this 
machine be calibrated or of known characteristics, but if accurate instruments is available, any DC motor capable of 
driving the test machine is suitable. The driving machine must have a power rating larger than the expected losses of 
the test machine (usually, at least 15% of the rated power output of the test machine). This machine will be referred to 
as the “drive” machine in the following discussion. 
  2)The drive machine is operated as a motor, uncoupled to the test machine, over the total speed range to be used for 
the test machine. The input power at selected speed point is measured . 
  3)The drive motor and test machine are mechanically coupled. The test machine is driven over its speed range, and 
the input to the drive motor is measured at each speed point. The difference between the power input to drive motor at 
each speed point determined in Steps (2) and (3) is the mechanical loss of the test motor. Plotting these points as a 
function of speed, gives the mechanical loss of the test motor as a function of speed. The mechanical loss can be 
separated into tow components, if desired, by performing this test twice: first, with the brushes of the test machine 
lifted, which gives the windage and bearing friction losses of the test machine; and, second, with the brushes riding on 
the commutator, which gives the total mechanical loss. The difference these two tests is the mechanical brush friction 
loss.[4] 
  4)The test described in Step (3) above is repeated with the field current of the test machine set at a prescribed value. 
In addition to the power input to the drive motor, field current and armature voltage on the test machine must now be 
measured. The difference between the power input to the drive motor measured in this step the power measured in 
Step(3), at each speed point, is the magnetic loss of the test machine for the prescribed value of field current. This step 
should be repeated for several different values of field current-enough values of field current to cover the range of 
operation of the test machine, since it is used as a “calibrated” machine. 
5)An accurate value of the armature resistance of the test machine must be obtained. This may or may not include 
the brush-contact resistance, depending upon the factors discusses in related references. The resistance versus 
temperature characteristics of the armature and brush-contact resistance must be known. This is a fairly simple matter 
for the armature winding itself if the conductor material is known.. If the brush electrical loss is to be treated 
independently from the armature winding loss˄which is frequently done for power machines with graphite brushes˅,
the brush contact voltage drop as a function of armature current should be measured. In small machines or in machines 
with metal graphite brushes, the brush-contact resistance can usually be lumped in with the armature winding 
resistance and the resistance as measured at the armature terminals can be used in calculating the armature electrical 
loss. Temperature variations of resistance are made, in this case assuming the characteristics of the winding conductor 
material.[4][5] 
6)The final step involves the measurement of stray-load loss. As noted above, in small machines, this loss is often 
ignored. The following test can be used to determine whether or not this loss is significant : The test machine is driven 
at a given speed by the drive motor as in previous steps. With zero field excitation, the armature circuit is 
short-circuited. A small armature current will usually appear because of residual magnetism. Slowly and carefully 
increase the field excitation from zero to a value that causes rated armature current to flow. Measure armature current, 
field current, and drive motor input power. Calculate the armature 2I r loss and brush loss for rated armature current 
from the resistance value determined in Step (5), making corrections for armature temperature rise as indicated. 
Determine the mechanical loss and magnetic loss of the test motor for the speed and field current used from the data 
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taken in Steps (2),(3),and (4). Subtract the armature 2I r loss, brush loss, mechanical loss, and magnetic loss from the 
measured loss. The difference is the stray load loss at this speed and armature current.[4][5] 
3.2Related explanation 
The test should be repeated for other values of armature current and, if the test machine is to be operated at varying 
speeds, at other speeds. If this difference comes out as a negative value or so small as to be within the errors 
attributable to instrument inaccuracies, the stray-load loss can be neglected.(Note: the total loss in this test is the 
measured power input to the drive motor minus the input measured in Step (2). If the field or armature currents are 
significantly different form those measured in Step (2), corrections for variations in armature and field 2I r losses 
should be made in the drive motor inputs to account for these changes.) 
The data obtained from the above tests can be used to predict the performance of the machine for either motor or 
generator operation under almost any operating condition. This process is made simpler if the results are presented 
graphically. 
  Mechanical losses versus speed from Step (3). 
  Magnetic loss and induced armature voltage versus speed for the chosen values of field current from Step (4) (a 
family of curves). 
  Stray-load loss (if significant) versus armature current for the chosen values of speed from Step 6(a family of 
curves). 
  In using these data it will often be necessary to interpolate among the curves for magnetic loss, induced voltage, and 
stray-load loss. 
4.Conclusions 
This paper analyses the mechanical (torque-speed) characteristics of DC motor. The torque-speed characteristic 
of the shunt exited DC motor is different with that of the separately exited DC motor, especially the torque-speed 
characteristic when changing power voltage, so it should be pay attention to treating with certain discrimination at the 
time of using. This paper analyses and draws the difference. It offers the theoretical foundation for using the shunt 
exited DC motor better. This paper discusses the method and steps to determine the power relationship of DC motor in 
detail .The accurate and reliable data measured by adopting this method and the procedure will completely meet the 
practical usage in engineering.  
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